
BACKGROUND INFORMATION OF THE PLANET SATURN

Saturn Facts. Saturn is the sixth planet from the Sun and the second largest. . What does that tell us about the origin of
the solar system as a whole? Why are.

This is the result of its rapid rotation and fluid state. While there are no future missions planned for Saturn,
scientists have proposed missions to probe the icy moon Enceladus or Titan. If Earth were the size of a nickel,
Saturn would be about as big as a volleyball. Further study of this moon promises to reveal much about
planetary formation and, perhaps, about the early days of Earth. Name inner outer width position mass kg
D-Ring 67, 74, 7, ring Guerin Division C-Ring 74, 92, 17, ring 1. Like Jupiter, Saturn is mostly made of
hydrogen and helium, the same two main components that make up the Sun. Four spacecraft have visited the
Saturnian system: Pioneer 11 in , Voyager s 1 and 2 in the two years following, and, after almost a
quarter-century, Cassini-Huygens , which arrived in  Saturn's rings remained unique in the known solar system
until when very faint rings were discovered around Uranus and shortly thereafter around Jupiter and Neptune.
Many Moons Saturn has 52 known natural satellites , or moons, and there are probably many more waiting to
be discovered. The ring particles seem to be composed primarily of water ice, but they may also include rocky
particles with icy coatings. Ancient observations See also: Saturn mythology Saturn has been known since
prehistoric times [] and in early recorded history it was a major character in various mythologies. They also
found "braided" rings, ringlets, and "spokes," dark features in the rings that circle the planet at different rates
from that of the surrounding ring material. Currently Saturn has 53 confirmed moons with nine additional
provisional moons awaiting confirmation. Saturn's rings, unlike the rings of the other planets, are very bright
albedo 0. One astronomical unit abbreviated as AU , is the distance from the Sun to Earth. Despite their
impressive appearance, there's really very little material in the rings -- if the rings were compressed into a
single body it would be no more than km across. It is composed mostly of water ice and rock. Saturn is the
flattest planet. Seasons on Saturn: Earth's equator is tilted 23 degrees. Saturn is known as " Shani " and judges
everyone based on the good and bad deeds performed in life. Its axis is tilted by  From an average distance of
million miles 1. The top layers are mostly ammonia ice.


